INDEPENDENT USE FOR FREWAY

DIMENSIONS

DIGITS
1-2
3
4
1-3
4

NOMINAL
10" D
8" D
8" C
15" C
12" C

SERIES
D
D
C
C

Panel
24" x 24"
24" x 24"
30" x 24"
48" x 30"
48" x 30"

Note:
1. The 24" x 24" panel shall only be used for a 3 digit route when the panel is to be used on a sign cluster with other 24" x 24" panels.
2. Florida Route Marker shall have Black Legend with White Background.
3. Stroke width of State Outline shall be 1".
4. 2" Radii, White Background.

GUIDE SIGN USE

Notes:
1. Florida marker shall have Black Legend with White Background.
2. Stroke width of State outline to be 1" for Guide Sign.
3. Numbers are series D.

FLORIDA ROUTE MARKER
FTP-17-06

1 OR 2 DIGITS

3 OR MORE DIGITS

INDEPENDENT USE OTHER THAN FREWAY

Notes:
1. All Legend Series "D".
2. Color: Yellow Legend and Border on Blue Background.
3. When used on a guide sign, marker must be overlaid on a rectangular Yellow Background as shown in chart.

 MI-6 COUNTY ROUTE MARKER DETAIL
FTP-16-06

SIGN
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
R
S

DIMENSIONS

4 DIGIT
POST MOUNTED
25 1/2 15 3/4
19 1/2 4
3 12 6 1/2
27 1/2 5 1/4
19 1/2 5 1/2
42" x 42"

2 DIGIT
OVERHEAD
21 1/4 36 1/2
19 1/2 3 1/2
21 1/2 22 1/2
48" x 48"

3 DIGIT
OVERHEAD
25 1/2 42 1/4 8 1/8
3 12 6 1/2
27 1/2 5 1/4
19 1/2 5 1/2
42" x 42"

4 DIGIT
OVERHEAD
29 1/2 48 1/2 10 1/2
5 12 8 1/2
25 1/2 5 1/2
10 1/2 5 1/2
52" x 52"
LEFT TURN ONLY

TRY CARPOOLING 1-8XX-XXX-XXX

TRY VANPOOLING 1-8XX-XXX-XXX

TRY TRANSIT 1-8XX-XXX-XXX

NO TRAIN HORN
10 PM - 6 AM

OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Black Legend and Border
White Background
5" Series C Legend
Black Legend and Border

Black Legend and Border
White Background
10" Series D Legend
Black Legend and Border

Design Project Manager or Transit Administrator will supply correct 1-8XX number.

Design Project Manager or Transit Administrator will supply correct 1-8XX number.

Design Project Manager or Transit Administrator will supply correct 1-8XX number.

Design Project Manager or Transit Administrator will supply correct 1-8XX number.
### Official Use Only

**FTP-65-06**
- 3 x 3 ft.
- 2” Radii ½” Border
- Yellow Background
- Black Legend and Border

### Travel Info Call 511

**FTP-66-06**
- 4 x 4 ft.
- 2” Radii ½” Border
- White Background
- Blue Legend and Border

### No Pedestrians Bicycles Motor Vehicles Less Than 5 MPH

**FTP-67-06**
- 3 x 4 ft.
- 2” Radii ½” Border
- White Background
- Blue Legend and Border

### Fire Smoke Area

**FTP-71-06**
- 4 x 4 ft.
- 2” Radii ½” Border
- Yellow Background
- Black Legend and Border

### Vending Machines

**FTP-73-06**
- 3 x 3 ft.
- 2” Radii ½” Border
- White Background
- Blue Legend and Border

### Vending Free Coffee

**FTP-74-06**
- 3 x 2 ft.
- 4” Radii ½” Border
- White Legend and Border
- Blue Background

---

**DETAIL for FTP-66 AND FTP-67**

- 3’ X 1’-6” FTP-66-06
- 3’ X 3’ FTP-72-06
- 5’ X 5’ FTP-74-06
**SPECIAL SIGN DETAILS**

**DESCRIPTION:**

- MOT-1-06
  - 4' x 4'
  - 2" Radii ¼" Border
  - 6" Series C Legend
  - Orange Background
  - Black Legend and Border

- MOT-2-06
  - 4' x 4'
  - 2" Radii ¼" Border
  - Orange Background
  - Black Legend and Border

- MOT-3-06
  - 4' x 4'
  - 2" Radii ¼" Border
  - Orange Background
  - Black Arrows and Border

- MOT-4-06
  - 4' x 4'
  - 2" Radii ¼" Border
  - Orange Background
  - Black Legend and Border

- MOT-5-06
  - 5' x 5'
  - 2" Radii ¾" Border
  - 6" Series C Legend
  - Orange Background
  - Black Legend and Border

- MOT-6-06
  - 5' x 5'
  - 2" Radii ¾" Border
  - 6" Series D Legend
  - Orange Background
  - Black Legend and Border

- MOT-7-06
  - 5' x 5'
  - 2" Radii ¾" Border
  - 6" Series D Legend
  - Orange Background
  - Black Legend and Border

- MOT-8-06
  - 5' x 5'
  - 2" Radii ¾" Border
  - 6" Series D Legend
  - Orange Background
  - Black Legend and Border

- MOT-9-06
  - 5' x 5'
  - 2" Radii ¾" Border
  - 6" Series D Legend
  - Orange Background
  - Black Legend and Border

- MOT-10-06
  - 4' x 4'
  - 2" Radii ¼" Border
  - 6" Series C Legend
  - Orange Background
  - Black Legend and Border

- MOT-11-06
  - 4' x 4'
  - 2" Radii ¼" Border
  - 6" Series B Legend
  - Orange Background
  - Black Legend and Border

- MOT-12-06
  - 4' x 4'
  - 2" Radii ¼" Border
  - 6" Series B Legend
  - Orange Background
  - Black Legend and Border